Abstract-This paper presents a software approach to augmenting existing real-time systems with self-adaptation capabilities. In this approach, based on the control loop paradigm commonly used in industrial control, self-adaptation is decomposed into observing system events, inferring necessary changes based on a system's functional model, and activating appropriate adaptation procedures. The solution adopts an architectural decomposition that emphasizes independence and separation of concerns. It encapsulates observation, modeling and adaptation into separate modules to allow for easier customization of the adaptive behavior and flexibility in selecting implementation technologies.
three orthogonal subtasks: observation, evaluation and correction. The approach itself is general and can be applied to a broad class of observable systems.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II details related work with focus on architectural self-adaptation. Section III starts with a motivating background and then details our solution for automating reconfiguration and creating systems that can adapt to their runtime conditions. Section IV briefly outlines our prototype implementation. Finally, Section V summarizes and concludes the paper.
II. RELATED WORK: ARCHITECTURE-BASED SELF-ADAPTATION
Most industrial systems are not designed to be self-adaptive, but rather to be extremely stable in order to operate reliably in a production environment. By design, in those systems, users may hardly customize the system or tailor their behaviors at runtime. However, as computer and network technology advance, these systems regularly go through local software and hardware updates to enjoy emerging technologies. Hence, in order to maintain the stability of original system, customization and runtime adjusting becomes necessary.
External self-adaptive approaches have been studied recently and have shown to be a practical solution for providing selfadaptation to these systems [3] , [5] , [6] . These approaches adopt traditional control theory that has been used and proved to be an effective solution in hardware design and industrial automation [7] . They place general adaptation mechanisms in separate modules that can be created, modified, extended and reused across various applications. Nevertheless, while the concept of a control feedback loop is simple, i.e., sensing (observing), calculating (reasoning) and correcting (adapting), the specifics of what to observe, how to reason and when to adapt are difficult to define and the decisions regarding the what, how and when play an important role in the success of external, feedback loop based adaptation schemes.
The seminal Rainbow by Garlan et al. [3] , [8] illustrates the challenges of these architecture-based self-adaptation schemes, such as appropriate decomposition and latency. It provides generic self-adaptation through gauges (monitoring), a model manager, a constraint evaluator, an adaptation engine (reasoning), an adaptation executor and effectors (adapting). Its utilization requires an extensive knowledge of the system properties, constraint rules, adaptation strategies, and adaptation operators, split among multiple components, which can make it unadapted for industrial systems. Other sophisticated works in this area include [5] - [7] , [9] .
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III. EXTENDING INDUSTRIAL SYSTEMS WITH SELF-ADAPTATION CAPABILITY
Different from approaches discussed in Section II, our solution aims to streamline the adaptation process by creating a external modular adaptation loop encapsulating adaptation behaviors into separate modules that can be created, modified and reused independently. Our solution emphasizes on two issues: (1) decomposition of a complex self-adaption systems into three orthogonal modules, i.e., observation, evaluation and adaptation modules; (2) keeping the adaptation process external to the existing system and supporting independent specifications of the observation focus, reasoning logic and adaptation procedures.
A. Background
Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory, similarly to other high-energy laboratories, is involved in research and development programs that require flexible and configurable test and measurement systems. Such systems have to accommodate various test scenarios and changing instrumentation. One of the systems frequently used at the Magnet Test Facility (MTF) is a specialized monitoring and control system used to conduct tests of superconducting magnets. The system is unique in the fact that it combines both typical monitoring and control functionality with flexible measurement functions and it is used in an environment where different tests require different configurations, and several independent tests are frequently run concurrently. The system currently in use has been designed and implemented by Fermilab's Development and Test Department and deployed in 1997 on a network of Sun workstations, servers, and VME computers. Significant advances in software technology and instrumentation, migration to other deployment platforms and new test plans stimulated a work to design a second-generation system for MTF.
This new design will comprise different graphical user interfaces, data archival, data acquisition, measurement, and specialized control. The design of this new system focuses on extensibility, configurability, self-diagnostics, and platform independence. Since the system is distributed by its nature, the functionality of its several subsystems (e.g., quench detection, quench protection, power supply control, thermometry monitoring) must be combined and synchronized.
As the overall state of this distributed system can only be inferred from various events and accessible states of its subcomponents, it hence requires that the system not only allows for state-sensitive operations, but also be capable of reasoning about the system overall state. This type of intelligence is normally not present in traditional monitoring and data acquisition systems.
In addition, the limited time allotted for testing new system configurations before deployment and the uniqueness of DAQ instrumentation forces operations to use the actual production system during the development phase of new configurations. This translates into the need to minimize the time necessary to develop and validate a new configuration and the need for the system to detect and properly handle some typical configuration mistakes.
The existing MTF system has close to one million lines of code and hundreds of data acquisition channels. The number of different test configurations is also significant. Hence, in practice, it is unrealistic to expect that such system will work perfectly in a completely new configuration without undergoing extensive testing. Therefore, special attention must be paid to the ease of configuring, validating, and comparing configurations in the new design.
Furthermore, when incompletely tested configurations are used, it is possible that unexpected system behaviors will manifest. In such situations, the cause of these misbehaviors must be discovered at runtime and the system has to adapt to or correct the adversaries. In other words, the system needs self-diagnosing and self-monitoring features to handle the requirement of minimal testing time, and support the capability to correct configurations while running the system.
Hence, the goal of this work is to supplement an existing system with an adaptation layer. Therefore we would like to be able to:
• infer the state of the system from observable events;
• have easily modifiable and understandable adaptation responses for specific system states; and • apply adaptation decisions to the system The focus is on architecture, separation of the above phases, orthogonal decomposition of the adaptation problem and appropriate method to solve each of the decomposed problems.
B. Control-Loop Architecture
As a solution, we employ an external feedback loop designed to externalize the adaptation logic out of the controlled system to allow for easier conception, maintenance and extension of the adaptive behaviors. In this approach, the system is monitored and compared to a system model that determines if the system should be adapted and how. Fig. 1 depicts the high-level view of our adaptive architecture.
As shown in the figure, the adaptation logic is separated from the existing RT system and its activation is triggered by system events that reflect distinct changes occurred in the system. This architecture allows us to change and incorporate different observation interests, reasoning schemes and action strategies without impact the existing systems.
In particular, the external adaptation layer contains three modules, i.e., Observation, Evaluation, and Adaptation modules. These three modules communicate with each other through standard interfaces. Various technologies, such as direct calls, JNI calls or interprocess communications (see Section IV), can be applied for such communications. The Observation module observes events generated by the RT system and maps them into a high level abstraction. Hence, the Evaluation model do not have to be tied with a specific system or system specific events, instead, the information will be fed into the Evaluation with high level abstractions and to promote the separation of reasoning logic from individual systems. The Evaluation module is responsible for reasoning about the RT system from the information provided by the Observation module and decides how the system should adapt. The Adaptation module interfaces with the RT system and reconfigures the system through interfaces to reset system certain parameters (parameter reconfiguration), add or remove components involved in the systems (structural reconfiguration).
Each system event contains property/value pair to indicate the current value of the specified property. In addition, it also contains the event source and type to indicate the importance or the priority of the event.
This architecture employs a minimum of dimensions involved in adaptive behaviors: system observation, system reasoning and system adaptation. These modules are separated and can be individually substituted. Specifically, different strategies or methodologies for observation, modeling and executing adaptation can be integrated based on the application needs. For instance, we use a knowledge-based system for observation, an event-driven Finite State Machine (FSM) for modeling the system adaptation and a multi-threaded server to independently perform the system's event-driven adaptation. Similar industrial applications can use different adaptation models (such as FSM or SDL 1 models) for representing the running system, while keeping identical Observation and Adaptation modules. Such separation enhances the software reusability, and more importantly, it provides additional dimensions of flexibility in choosing adaptation schemes and building self-adaptive industrial systems.
It is worth pointing out that, the focus of the architecture is to handle adaptation complexity through decomposition. The original system can perform under RT constraints, but the adaptation is part of the supervisory level, not necessarily it itself has to have specified RT constraints. It is more of a function of a skilled plant/system operator than it is a change in the RT system.
C. Observation Module
The observation module consists of an interface to the controlled system. It monitors event traffic and introspects component states of the controlled system. In addition, it also contains an inference engine that abstracts system-level events of 1 Specification and Description Language the controlled system into model-domain events. In our prototype implementation, we use a knowledge-based system to analyze a stream of events and generate new information about the system. The purpose of the inference engine is to transform a stream of low-level monitored events into higher-level abstract events. For instance, an observation of a message queue length increase can be interpreted as network performance degradation and the observation module's inference engine will generate an network degradation event. The evaluation module works exclusively on these system model events. The advantages of mapping low-level events to model-level events is that it shields the evaluation module from large amount of low-level events coming from the controlled system and decouple the system reasoning from platform specific and platform dependent information. In addition, how the mapping is performed is encapsulated within the observation module and hence its modification will not disrupt the rest of the adaptation system. Fig. 2 shows an example of inference rules.
D. Evaluation Module
The evaluation module contains an abstract model and a model evaluator, and realizes how the controlled system should reconfigure or adapt based on the high-level events coming from the observation module. The logic that bridges between observation and applied reaction is encapsulated within this module. Specifically, the model of the system can be modified within this module, without affecting other parts of the adaptation loop. This allows for sophisticated adaptive behaviors to be easily alterable and comprehensible.
In its current version, the model evaluator supports eventdriven FSM to define the desired adaptive behavior of the system (see example in Fig. 3 ). The states used in the FSM may differ from the logical model of the controlled system as not all the various states of the controlled system need to be considered during the adaptation process. In our current design, the FSM produces a service request to the Adaptation module when it transitions from one state to another in response to the events generated by the observation module.
For instance, consider a scenario that the observation module has received a notification event that the lengths of several sensor queues are dangerously above a predefined threshold. Through the observation module's inference engine, this event is mapped to an abstract event-critical sensor degradation. Upon receiving the critical sensor degradation event, the evaluation model triggers the reduction of the sensors' load, for example by choosing that a higher dumping rate should be used in the system. It will send the adaptation module a service request to upgrade sensor dumping rate. The specifics of its realization are left to the Adaptation module.
Consider a video stream control example. In this example, video is at a fixed resolution but can be encoded into three settings: lossy high, lossy medium, lossy low. Similarly, audio can also be encoded into three qualities: low, medium, high. Since audio quality has a more incremental factor on transmission, it needs to step up or down first.
For instance, we have rules for inference 
E. Adaptation Module
The Adaptation module implements the service requests determined by the Evaluation module. The execution of a service request is hence decoupled from its selection. The adaptation module is designed to execute functional or structural adaptation while maintaining the system's consistency (such as flushing a subsystem before reordering its components in a dataflow system [10] ). Inspired by [3] , [8] , service requests are currently implemented as scripts operating on the target system.
In addition, the adaptation module is designed to hide the details of the adaptation scripts (for instance, the steps for changing the sensor dumping rate) from the observation and evaluation modules. This significantly simplifies the adaptive model of the system, as the details of implementing these requests (e.g., switch to a sensor dumping rate) can be refined during testing without the need to make other changes on the adaptive model.
It is worth pointing out that even though the action module may add components into the existing RT system to achieve reconfiguration, the proposed self-adaption system as a whole also prevents the system becoming "infinitely" complex. The reason is that as more components are added into the RT systems, system resource usage will exceed some threshold which will be manifested through events, such as data does not get prompt process, etc. These events will be observed by the observation module which will eventually trigger another adaptation action to remove or replace components from the RT system.
In addition, although our adaptation framework does not explicitly provide an undo adaption "button", the undo is achieved through the adaptation process. More specifically, if the RT system execution condition is back to the state before an adaptation action is taken, the state change will trigger the observation module to detect such change which will further trigger the chained reaction through observation module and the action module. Fig. 4 depicts the module.
IV. CURRENT IMPLEMENTATION
The current framework is centered around the concepts of modules, which are components realizing a portion of the adaptation logic (such as event transformation, and model evaluation, etc.), events which are discrete tuples of information transiting between modules, and channels that transfer abstract events between modules. Modules are combined by associating them with input and outputs channels, following the configuration given by the user. Input and output channels abstracts the transfer of events, so that different technologies such as JNI or CORBA can be transparently used. Channels are used to generalize the applicability of the architecture.
A. Event and Channels
Events are service abstractions defining the abstract types of information that modules can transmit and realizing a common ancestor to all the specialized information that modules can communicate. Events and channels form the basic interfaces by which components in the framework may receive or send information. They define the service capabilities for any components in the framework to receive or send events, and handle system information without considering the actual technologies and implementations that provide them (such as JNI calls or TCP sockets). For example, the current type of channels provided with the framework creates shared queues that permit to transmit objects respecting the event interface in a low-overhead manner. The use of channel interfaces allows them to be substituted later on by future types of channels, without exposing their implementations to the modules.
B. Modules
In the current prototype, the Observation, Evaluation, and Adaptation modules are implemented through a Jess-based inference engine [11] (a knowledge engine developed at Sandia Lab), a Finite State Machine model evaluator, and an multithreaded adaptation engine. Fig. 5 is a snapshot view of a running system. In the figure, on the left is a GUI interface to permit the generation of system events; in the middle is the console for the adaptation framework, showing debug messages from the Evaluation module; and the right shows the response from the adaptation framework.
1) Observation Module:
A sophisticated, Jess-based observation module is provided with the prototype to perform event transformations. The sophistication of Jess provides the user with the capacities to do extensive manipulation and verification on multiple events. The user can provide inference rules either in a Jess-based language or in XML. The module automatically encapsulates and forwards the events generated by the Jess rules. The current transformation possibilities are limited by Jess's functionality. Although the sophistication of the Jess engine still posts a performance challenge, its well-declared inference rules and well-arranged rule orders can, on the other hand, offset the performance latencies. In addition, the electrical (or computer) speed and mechanical speed are at different time scales; therefore, in most cases, the performance cost of running the Jess inference engine is acceptable for real-time control systems, especially for legacy control systems.
2) Evaluation Module: In our prototype, the Evaluation module, the adaptation model of the system, is abstracted through a Finite State Machine that defines the desired adaptive behavior of the system. The states used in the FSM may differ from the functional model of the system, as various states of the system may not be considered by the adaptation. In our current design, the FSMs are specifically modeled after the Mealy machine model, which triggers adaptation requests during transitions between its states, following events generated by the observation module, which interfaces with the system.
3) Adaptation Module: The current adaptation module provided by the framework is a multithreaded adaptation engine relying on a configurable pool of threads to service adaptation requests. The configuration provided by the user associates event names with Jython scripts, where the event's name/value pairs are fed at launching time.
V. CONCLUSION In this article, we presented a methodology for adding an selfadaptation capabilities to existing industrial systems. The solution emphasizes on separation of concerns and modularity of the adaptation process. Similarly to other efforts, its purpose is to design general mechanisms to develop systems that can adapt to their operating conditions and operate autonomously, and therefore fulfill the need for self-adaptive software expressed by the industry.
Our solution relies on previous work in external, controlbased and model-based self-adaptation, but is distinguished by its decomposition of the adaptation process. The framework is decomposed into the observation, evaluation and adaptation modules that are virtually independent from each other. Hence, it supports modularization and allows for the adaptation process to be customized for specific needs or application domains. The observation, evaluation and adaptation modules can be substituted to fulfill a particular need. The framework relies on the first layer, the observation module, to infer information about the controlled system and allow adaptation decisions to be based on high level information rather than many low-level events. Then, the evaluation module maps these observations onto an actual model of the system, which in turn permits situational adaptation. Finally, the adaptation module independently executes appropriate adaptation tasks and abstracts away the concerns necessary to realize the adaptation.
